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Marvel Mystery Unveiled 

     Actors work with peer directors on One Acts premiering tonight
Abby Chovan
A&E Editor

 Th e concept of student-produced 
shows has become an annual tradition 
at FC. Two students are picked each year 
to direct their own show in the One Act 
Festival and are given the opportunity to 
run the whole process. Th ese students 
do so by collaborating with the current 
theatre and technical directors and 
leaders in an attempt to learn what it 
takes to make the clock tick.

“Th ere is a lot that goes into shows that 
I don’t think anybody really understands. 
I know I never had thought about how 
much goes into the shows,” said senior 
director Elizabeth Hallal. “For me, it was 
scary because I just had to be thrown 
into it. I’ve always been either onstage or 
I helped with costumes last year for the 
One Act Festival, which was fun, but I 
didn’t understand at the time how much 
work went into the lighting, sounds, 
props, budgeting, stage management, 
and all the little details of that.”

Th ese One Acts, however, present 

even more of a challenge to the new 
directors, seeing as these shows are fresh 
from the Marvel writing room and have 
never been put on before. Th e young 
directors that took on the job are now 
faced with shows that have no past, just a 
future to create. 

“It has been very exciting being a 
part of this show because I get to create 
something  fresh and new. Nobody 
has ever directed this show before so 
everything comes from and requires a lot 
of creativity. It’s really cool to know that 
my vision and the actors and designers 
get to be a part of Disney’s history and 
telling the story,” said Hallal.

But just like a superhero’s alter ego, 
the Th eatre Department and its members 
cannot reveal the secret of what the 
shows are about. Th e shows that are to 
be put on this year are in collaboration 
with Disney’s Marvel, though due to 
them being new and not fully fi nished, 
they have to be kept under wraps until 
the offi  cial announcement and viewings 
of the shows. Th is makes for a more strict 
approach in how the students can go 
about promoting the show.

“Disney hasn’t announced that the 
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shows exist yet, and that’s probably the 
biggest thing about advertising and not 
being able to say exactly everything about 
the show to people. Or it being like a 
show that somebody’s already seen, like 
say Peter Pan, and I can say, ‘Come see 
Peter Pan,’ and they’ll already know it’s 
a great show. Telling someone, ‘Come 
see the One Acts,’ they might be more 
skeptical about it. But I’m sure everyone 
who comes to see the show will love it as 
much as I do,” said sophomore Hunter 
Marlow.

Despite the mystique around the 
show, the cast and crew hope that the 
uniqueness will draw audiences in. Th ey 
also have expressed that the shows will be 
enjoyable for a large audience.

“I think audiences are going to really 
love them. It’s a diff erent aspect of 
Marvel that we don’t usually see, and I 
think that’s really cool,” said sophomore 
Alex Crampton.

Th ose who are involved believe 
audiences will enjoy the shows. Several 
months of intense work and collaboration 
have been put into the fi nal product to 
create what will fi nally be shown tonight 
through Sunday.

“Honestly, I think that audiences will 
love these shows. Marvel is one of those 
things that a lot of people watch and can 
relate to,” said senior Morgan Ketterer. 
“Normally when you think superheroes, 
you think all about how they can fl y 
and all the cool stuff  they can do, and 
so normally you can’t really relate to 
that. With these shows and just Marvel 
in general, they put a lot personality 
into the characters that is funny and so 
relatable. Not only will the shows be 
relatable but they have funny and serious 
parts and I think it is even a good family 
show. I think it will be good for families 
and friends to come see the show and 
everything that goes on.”

Th e scripts are unique and new, but 
without direction they would never turn 
into great shows for their audiences. 
Luckily, Hallal rose to the challenge. Th e 
cast fi nds it refreshing that Hallal brings 
a youth perspective to directing.

“With Elizabeth being our director, it 
really brings in a new perspective and a 

new process of how to do it. It also shows 
a lot about the way we view our peers, 
I think. It’s been really interesting to see 
how she takes the show,” said junior Tess 
Rutherford, who is the star of Hallal’s 
show. 

 Hallal learned a lot in the process of 
her directing journey. Years of experiences 
in theatre have been preparing her to be 
able to direct. In fact, Hallal has been a 
choreographer before for a show at her 
church. But she learned quickly that even 
that did not give her a sense of all that 
directing would entail.

“When you direct,” she said, 
contrasting direction with her experience 
choreographing, “you give blocking and 
helpful words of wisdom, but there is 
only so much you can do when it comes 
to creating characters because in the end 
that is the actor’s responsibility to make 
sure their characters are believable and 
people that audiences can relate to and 
understand.”

Th e actors are in turn rising to the 
challenge of creating their characters. Th e 
characters are what give life to the stage, 
and the Studio One stage is certainly 
going to be full of life this weekend.

“Th ere is a really fun energy to the 
show, and all of my actors do a 
really good job creating characters 
that are both honest and have 
sense of humor,” said Hallal. 

It is a learning experience for the 
actors as much as it is for the directors. 
For many actors, these one acts present 
their fi rst opportunity to really shine 
onstage and step out of the ensemble 
into the spotlight. Th ese shows have over 
a dozen characters in each, giving many 
actors the opportunity to learn about 
memorization and characterization. 

“I’ve only really ever had like one or 
two lines in shows before. Th is is the fi rst 
time that I’m actually having to work on 
my memorization,” said Marlow, who is 
the star of his show. “So I’m needing to 
put more character work into things, 
and characterization into my role, 
to make it more interesting and 
convincing that I am that 
character.”

Th is show is 

particularly challenging due to the fact 
that there are no previous productions or 
notes to draw from. Ketterer emphasized 
how with her character, she has had fun 
creating the mannerisms and everyday 
personality of her character, despite being 
faced with the challenge of a brand new 
canvas. She also noted the new dynamics 
that come with working all peers.

“...[this] show is such a cool experience 
because not only am I his peer and one 
of his good friends, but now he is also 
kind of like a boss to me. It’s really cool 
seeing that dynamic between peers and 
the directors. I feel like it is less stressful,” 
said Ketterer.

However, all the work put in to 
the shows does not go without notice. 
Everyone involved believes that all the 
work that they do is important, because 
the themes are very relatable and 
important especially to those of the 
high school age. Both shows deal 
with issues that could be real-world 
issues with real-world consequences. 

“[My character] spends a lot of 
the show not really knowing what to 
do because she’s so confl icted because 
if she makes the wrong choice, her 
best friend could really really get hurt, 
like honestly she could ruin her life, 

and her future,” said Rutherford. 
Th eatre students often 

learn valuable life 

lessons while being a part of these heavily 
themed shows.

“I’ve learned in my own personal 
life to be more open to learning about 
everyone and have a more open mind in 
my day-to-day life,” said Ketterer.

Th is realism drives home what these 
new pilots are all about: uniqueness and 
the ability for young actors to control 
and convey new ideas and create new 
opportunities for themselves that they 
otherwise might not have had.

“It’s really special because it’s an honor 
to be able to work on this pilot produc-
tion,” said Marlow. “And though I can’t 
say what it is about, I really love the show 
and what it comes from.”

Th e Marvel One Acts open tonight 
at 7:30. Th ey perform again tomorrow 
at 7:30, and Sunday at 2 and 6:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $8 for students and 

$14 for adults. Check out the 
Bagpiper website for photos of 

tech week and more in-depth 
coverage of these shows, 

as well as a feature on  
sophomore Annie 

Bulleit. 
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I’ve learned in my own 
personal life to be more open 
to learning about everyone 
and have a more open mind in 
my day-to-day life.

Morgan Kett erer
senior


